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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

EVOLVED-5G responds to the 5G PPP ICT-41-2020 5G innovations for verticals with third party 

services call, whose main goal is to deliver enhanced experimentation facilities on top of which 

third party experimenters (e.g., SMEs or any service provider and target vertical users) will have 

the opportunity to test their applications. 

The EVOLVED-5G project realises this vision by encouraging the creation of a NetApp ecosystem 

revolving around a 5G facility which will provide the tools and processes for the development, 

verification, validation and certification of NetApps as well as their validation on top of actual 

5G network infrastructures, and mechanisms for market releasing. 

This document describes the initial release of NetApps based on the early prototypes provided 

by SMEs partners for the four Smart manufacturing pillars (Industry 4.0) 

 

The main purpose of this deliverable is summarised in the following: 

  

• To provide details on the implementation of the NetApps developed and presented as 

early prototypes by presenting the relevant tools that facilitate the development along 

with their functionalities. 

• To introduce detailed presentation and analysis of the initial versions of the NetApps by 

explaining the architecture. 

• To describe the advantages introduced using 5G technology in each of the use cases 

The work presented in this deliverable will guide the project towards the next versions of the 

NetApps, since it provides an initial implementation, design and realization methodology that 

each NetApp must follow to be completed either as standalone or as part of a vertical application 

(vApp). 
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1 INTRODUCTION AND TARGET AUDIENCE 

1.1 PURPOSE OF THE DOCUMENT 
One of the main objectives of EVOLVED-5G project is the design, development and testing of the 

NetApps, which fall under the four Industry 4.0 pillars. 

The current document “EVOLVED-5G Factory of the Future (FoF) NetApps” provides details on 

the development process and tools used to implement all the different use cases for each of the 

Industry 4.0 pillars. For each NetApp, a brief summary of the related use-case is provided first, 

followed by a description of the “pain” that this use case is trying to address and also the “gain” 

that the NetApp contributes. Then, details of the NetApp implementation are given. 

1.2 STRUCTURE OF THE DOCUMENT 
• Section 1 “Introduction and Target Audience” 

• Section 2 “NetApp Implementation for Industry 4.0 Pillars” describes in detail the 

development process and tools used to implement all the different NetApps addressing 

the use cases for each of the Industry 4.0 pillars.  

• Section 3 “Conclusion and Next steps for NetApp development” presents the next steps 

for the development of the NetApps. 

1.3 TARGET AUDIENCE 
The release of the deliverable is public, intending to describe in detail the overall EVOLVED-5G 

ecosystem and NetApps Lifecycle design to a wide variety of research individuals and 

communities.   

Different target audiences for D4.2 are identified as detailed below: 

• Project Consortium: To validate that all objectives and proposed technological 

advancements have been analysed and to ensure that, through the proposed NetApp 

Lifecycle phases and the various Environments, further work can be concretely derived. 

Furthermore, the deliverable sets to establish a common understanding among the 

consortium with regards to: 

o The actual development of the NetApps as categorized in four different 

Industry 4.0 domains including the process and the tools used.   

• Industry 4.0 and FoF (factories of the future) vertical groups: To crystallise a common 

understanding of technologies, and tools that were used for the development of the 

NetApps. A non-exhaustive list of Industry 4.0-related groups is as follows: 

o Manufacturing industries (including both large and SMEs) and IIoT (Industrial 

Internet of Things) technology providers. 

o European, national, and regional manufacturing initiatives, including funding 

programs, 5G-related research projects, public bodies and policy makers. 

o Technology transfer organizations and market-uptake experts, researchers, 

and individuals. 

o Standardisation Bodies and Open-Source Communities. 

o Industry 4.0 professionals and researchers with technical knowledge and 

expertise, who have an industrial professional background and work on 

industry 4.0-related areas. 

o Industry 4.0 Investors and business angels. 
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• Other vertical industries and groups: To seek impact on other 5G-enabled vertical 

industries and groups in the long run. Indeed, all the architectural components of the 

facility are designed to secure interoperability beyond vendor specific implementation 

and across multiple domains. The same categorization as the above but beyond Industry 

4.0 can be of application. 

• The scientific audience, general public and the funding EC Organisation: To document 

the work performed and justify the effort reported for the relevant activities. The 

scientific audience can also get an insight of the NetApps' development process and 

tools. 
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2 NETAPP IMPLEMENTATION FOR INDUSTRY 4.0 PILLARS 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 
The EVOLVED-5G ecosystem as described in D3.1 [1] has been designed to provide the necessary 

tools, processes and functionalities for the development and software testing (i.e., verification, 

validation and certification) of the NetApps. The EVOLVED-5G ecosystem is organized around 

the concept of different environments, which are Tier-1/Core architectural components of the 

ecosystem and are specifically suited for supporting each one of the different phases of the 

NetApp lifecycle, along with other functional blocks and tools that provide the expected 

functionalities and processes needed for the NetApp implementation. 

As properly described in D2.1 [2] and D3.1 [1], the first environment in the lifecycle of the 

NetApp is the Workspace, which the developer uses in order to develop the NetApp locally, 

making use a collection of tools provided by EVOLVED-5G in order to facilitate someone in this 

process and then to verify with a list of tests that the specifications of the NetApp are correctly 

implemented. In respect to the implementation of the NetApps, the workflow of the 

development process refers to the request of the vApp to the NetApp which in turn is translated 

to one or more requests of the NetApp to the 5G API Core. The reply that comes from the 5GC 

includes the data that have been requested and are in turn forwarded to the vApp. 

The tools provided in the EVOLVED-5G workspace environment for the development of a 

NetApp are the following: 

- SDK tools, it has been implemented a template, libraries for the 5G APIs and a Command 

Line (CLI) tool to create the NetApp based on such template and run the pipelines from 

the CI/CD. 

- The CI/CD is based on a Jenkins solution, the implementation carries out pipelines such 

as build, deploy or destroy for NetApps. 

- GitHub repository, a version control repository where actually the code of NetApps, 

instructions and tools such NEF and CAPIF are stored.  

- Open Repository, after successfully pass the different phases of its lifecycle the NetApp 

binaries are stored, specific folders have been created to store them. 

The NetApps that are being developed under the scope of EVOLVED-5G are based on a container 

image, offering Representational State Transfer (REST) Access Point Interface (API) endpoints 

(a.k.a. Business APIs) to the vApp as well as to the 5G system for subscription-based events when 

applicable. 

2.2 DEVELOPMENT PROCESS AND TOOLS FRAMEWORK 
The NetApp development is a process in which the NetApp developer will make use of the SDK 

tools provided in EVOLVED-5G towards the creation of a NetApp. The SDK tool is offered to the 

developer in a straightforward way as a package installation, therefore the SDK CLI is ready to 

be use which, is the first step for the developer to start the development process for a NetApp. 

The recommended programming language within the EVOLVED-5G ecosystem is Python, based 

on a requirement collection process by the participating SMEs on which language is more 

convenient for them to build the NetApps. Of course, a NetApp developer can use any 

programming language, the whole support material for the developers in EVOLVED-5G is 

focused on Python.  
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Henceforth, the developer can start programming the functionality of its NetApp. To facilitate 

the implementation of 5G connectivity functionalities, a Network Exposure Function (NEF) 

emulator has been implemented within EVOLVED-5G to test the 5G Core connectivity. In 

addition, the SDK CLI provides QoS Awareness and Location Subscription libraries related to NEF 

to help the developer accomplish the communication between the NetApp and the 5G Core. 

 

For the use of the SDK the developers can find installation and usage instructions [3], more 

details regarding functionality and how the SDK has been implemented are included in 

deliverables D3.1 [1] and D4.1 [4]. The SDK tools [5] are updated continuously and therefore 

improvements are performed regularly, the main upgrades impacting the benefit of the 

developers are described below: 

 

• Automatization of the SDK package creation. Anytime a new improvement is merged in 

the main branch, a new python package is created and uploaded to Python Package 

Index (Pypi), a software repository for Python programming language. In such way, the 

developer only needs to update or (re)install the SDK software package in order to use 

the new implemented updates. 

• Errors catching. When launching the pipelines (build, deploy, destroy) the developer 

must provide some parameters, if by mistake (or misspelled) some of the parameters 

are wrong (i.e., the repository name doesn’t exist), the SDK will catch the error(s) and 

stops launching the pipeline rather than, continuing with the process of launching the 

pipeline and causing a failure in the pipeline, therefore saving some time to developers, 

as well as some overload to the CI/CD.  

• SDK NEF libraries update. Location Subscriber SDK class has been extended with the 

ability to retrieve location information for a specific Cell Id (Cell Identification). Before 

this release the developer would get a notification if a user device changes its 

connectivity, i.e., if it connects to a different cell. This notification contains only the Cell 

Id number that the device connected to. With the new version the NetApp developer 

can additionally retrieve the coordinates (latitude, longitude) for this cell. 

2.3 VERIFICATION PROCESS 
Once the development of the NetApp is completed, the next phase within the Workspace is the 

verification stage with the goal of verifying the following properties of the NetApp: (i) code 

quality through static code analysis, (ii) NetApp containerization implementation, and (iii) 

communication with the NEF emulator [6] and the CAPIF core function [7]. The verification 

process is the target of task T3.1, and some details about the process can be found in the 

deliverable D3.1 [1]. Progress has already been made in this respect, since the pipelines can be 

executed to verify if the NetApp can be built, deployed and destroyed in a virtualized 

environment (without considering the vApp). More verification tests are already being 

implemented and, will be reflected in the corresponding deliverables of WP5 and specifically 

D5.2 that is planned to be submitted in M20. For self-containment, a rough description of the 

process follows. 

 

Taking advantage of the appropriate tools, static code analysis is going to be performed using 

SonarQube [8], scanning for vulnerabilities in containers is going to be performed using Trivy [9]. 

Also, unitary tests to verify the communication with 5G Core APIs are going to be available to 

NetApp developers through the SDK using Robot Framework [10]. For facilitating the 
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communication of each developed NetApp with the 5G APIs emulators (i.e., NEF and CAPIF) a 

dummy NetApp has been developed, which is planned to serve as a wrapper of communication 

between each NetApp and the 5G infrastructure. For the dummy NetApp, exhaustive tests for 

each NEF and CAPIF API calls are currently being implemented using Robot Framework. Some of 

tests are planned to be implemented in the form of pipelines in the CI/CD infrastructure of the 

EVOLVED-5G project and are currently being integrated into the SDK provided to the NetApp 

developers. This way, a common testing process is laid out for all NetApps to enable the 

verification of their fundamental functional properties, which are not mandatory to let them 

pass to the validation phase. 
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3 RELEASE A OF THE NETAPPS AND USE CASES 

This section describes the development of Release A for the NetApps, utilising the SDK and 

following up the preliminary version described in D4.1 [4], within the four pillars in the EVOLVED-

5G context: Interaction of Employees and Machines (IEM), Efficiency in Factory of the Future 

operations (FoF), Security Guarantees and risk Analysis (SEC), as well as Production Line 

Infrastructure (PLI). The description of the development work performed for each NetApp is 

composed of the following subsections: a brief description of the use case by which the NetApp 

is being utilized, the current limitations of the use cases, the added value of the 5G and the APIs 

provision as a consequence, the detailed architecture as well as the tools that were exploited by 

the developers during the development process. 

3.1 PILLAR 1: INTERACTION OF EMPLOYEES AND MACHINES (IEM) 

3.1.1 Remote assistance in AR NetApp  

3.1.1.1 Use case short description 

As described in deliverables D2.1 [2] and D4.1 [4] , IMM’s use case is based on remote assistance 

in Augmented Reality (AR) for industrial tasks. One the one hand, The AR aspects are handled 

by IMM’s vApp. On the other hand, IMM’s NetApp is dedicated to: 

• Secure and time-sensitive communications through the 5G network 

• Autonomous adaptation to network performance and user needs 

3.1.1.2 Current limitations of the use case 

Augmented Reality (AR) is a promising technology for Industry 4.0 but has strong requirements 

in terms of performance. Beyond the raw computational power to display virtual objects 

superimposed on the environment, network performance is also a key aspect for synchronous 

remote collaboration in AR. There is a strong need in terms of low and reliable latency and 

significant bandwidth adapted to video streaming and complex 3D object sharing. More and 

more AR devices can use Wi-Fi networks to communicate with each other, but these networks 

may not be available in industrial or outdoor contexts. 

3.1.1.3 Added value of 5G  

5G has the potential to offer these required network performances. Time-sensitive networking 

mechanisms can ensure a smooth real-time collaboration for end users. Besides the raw 

performances, 5G also gives access to tools to monitor the state of the network. This is a crucial 

feature to be able to notify end-users as soon as possible when a network issue occurs. The goal 

is to trigger the most appropriate adaptations so that end-users can continue their work without 

being too disturbed, which could otherwise be hazardous in the industrial contexts we target. 

3.1.1.4 Detailed architecture 

The IMM NetApp is a Python (version 3.10) application communicating with the Augmented 

Reality vApp (Unity, C#) and the 5G NEF emulator. All three applications are running locally on 

the same MS Windows 10 computer but the vApp can also be executed on an AR Head-Mounted 

Display (the Hololens 2) on the same Wi-Fi network.  
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Figure 1.  Technical architecture of the IMM’s NetApp 

 

Figure 1 gives an overview of the components comprising the NetApp. The communications 

between the vApp and the NetApp are performed through a dedicated Transmission Control 

Protocol (TCP) client-server architecture. High-level requests from the vApp are given to the 

RequestManager. This component will dispatch the request to the 5GCoreRequester and send 

a first acknowledgment (ACK) notification to the vApp. The 5GCoreRequester handles the 

general requests and communications with the NEF emulator like token-based authentication. 

It also delegates the creation of NEF API calls to dedicated Requester (1 per API and more 

specifically, LocationRequester for MonitoringEvent API and QoSRequester for 

AsSessionWithQoS API). The Evolved5g SDK is used to create NEF API calls. When callbacks are 

needed, Requesters use a Flask server running in a dedicated thread and custom endpoints 

through the EndpointGenerator. Upon receiving a direct answer or an endpoint notification 

from the emulator, the NetApp creates the corresponding high-level message and transmits it 

to the vApp. 

So far, the NetApp is mainly used to facilitate the interaction with the NEF emulator by sending 

high-level requests and receiving high-level answers. The next step with future functionalities in 

the SDK and emulator is to add an AdaptationManager component linked to the 

RequestManager in order to analyse further notifications received by the Flask server and 

propose adaptations to the vApp. This will increase the added value of the NetApp by proposing 

autonomously QoS compromises and triggering the suggested adaptation mechanisms on the 

vApp side. 

Finally, there can be two instances of vApp+NetApp running at the same time: one for the local 

worker within the factory, the other one for the remote helper. Upon launching the vApp, the 

user chooses one profile or the other and communications are then handled by a TCP 

client/server. 

 

 
Figure 2.  Screenshots of the IMM NetApp 
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3.1.1.5 NetApp’s Development tools 

Based on the development process defined by the project, the IMM NetApp uses the Evolved-

5G SDK to create requests for the NEF emulator. The NEF emulator is running through a Docker 

container and communicates with a Flask server. In addition, a containerized version of the 

NetApp (again with Docker) is available to facilitate future CI/CD integration efforts. For the 

development of the NetApp, the PyCharm IDE [11] as well as the Jsonpickle library [12] have 

been used so as to handle the (de)serialisation of Json objects. In the light of the above, the code 

of the NetApp can be seen in the following repository https://github.com/EVOLVED-

5G/ImmersionNetApp  

3.1.2 Chatbot assistant NetApp  

3.1.2.1 Use case short description 

Deliverables D2.1 and D4.1 have introduced, in a high-level description, the use case scenario 

that is to be realised by INF for the EVOLVED-5G project. More specifically, the scenario targets 

the chatbot-assisted maintenance procedures that are being performed in the premises of a 

factory environment. Mainly, a chatbot assistant vertical application coupled with the respective 

non-standalone chatbot assistant NetApp will be developed to support the factory workers 

whenever they encounter a faulty machinery equipment by providing both guidelines on 

reporting the problem and documentation for the necessary repair, while at the same time 

ensuring the workers’ safety.  

3.1.2.2 Current limitations of the use case 

For the realization of the identified use case scenario, as described in D4.1, it is necessary that 

the chatbot can access the indoor factory location of the workers. The large number of technical 

equipment distributed among the wide area of a factory can trouble the online localization of 

the desirable equipment and prevent procedures from being done efficiently. Instead of 

manually inserting a unique machine identifier, the procedure can be automated by narrowing 

the list of the available machines down to the ones in close proximity to the authorised 

maintenance worker. In that way, the workers can easily search the machine that they are 

interested in, fetch on their mobile device all the related documentation, and finally perform 

any necessary action with the support of just the chatbot device. Consequently, the indoor 

localization of a worker with a certain level of accuracy, as required by the INF chatbot, cannot 

be efficiently achieved using just existing 4G access or other positioning technologies, such as 

GPS.  

 

3.1.2.3 Added value of 5G  

5G openness provides the location information of the cell that a UE is connected, which can be 

used directly by the service in order to gain location awareness of the workers. Indeed, a locally 

installed 5G network has the potential to offer such indoor localization information of each 

connected UE based on the NEF API. More specifically, for the chatbot use case, the factory will 

be mapped into cells according to the coverage of the installed 5G small cell antennas. The 

respective database will indicate the machines that fall under each of the factory areas providing 

the functionality of a specific machines’ list.  

3.1.2.4 Detailed architecture 

The general architecture of the interaction between the components of the identified chatbot 

use case reflecting the developments made so far, can be seen in Figure 3.  

https://github.com/EVOLVED-5G/ImmersionNetApp
https://github.com/EVOLVED-5G/ImmersionNetApp
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Figure 3. Chatbot use case architecture 

 

More specifically, the NetApp architecture includes the following elements: 

• The FastAPI Server which exposes the APIs that are being used for the interaction 

between the vApp and the NetApp.  

• Location request and machine file request which according to the API call will return 

the user location or the necessary machine files.  

• The SDK library which is used for the communication with the NEF Emulator. 

• The Database and the File Server that hold administrative information necessary for 

the realization of the use case scenario.  

• The Web Admin GUI that interacts with the database and the file server and serves as 

the user interface for handling the administrative information. 

Considering that the user is logged in the chatbot application (the authorization procedure will 

be defined on the next version of the NetApp towards the integration of more functionalities 

from the general use case), the procedure is initiated from the chatbot end user by typing on 

the word “work”. Consequently, the following sequence takes place: 

• The command is transmitted to the Web Chatbot Backend. 

• The Web Chatbot Backend calls the endpoint of the NetApp 

(http://185.184.71.39:8000/AreaMachines/) sharing the appropriate worker id.  

• The NetApp, through the aforementioned endpoint, calls the 5Gemulator through the 

SDK and retrieves the cell id according to the worker’s indoor location. 

• Using the retrieved cell id, the NetApp accesses the database for the retrieval of the 

machines located under the respective cell id, flagged as malfunctioning, and returns 

that list to the vApp. The list is displayed on the chatbot screen as buttons, available for 

the end user to choose from. 

• Afterwards, the user chooses the desirable machine, by pressing the respective button 

linked to this machine, and this command, the chosen machine id, is transmitted to the 

Web Chatbot Backend. 

• Then, the Web Chatbot Backend calls the endpoint of the NetApp 

(http://185.184.71.39:8000/MachineFiles/) sharing the appropriate machine id. 

• According to the machine id, the NetApp accesses the database, retrieving the files 

related to the specific machine, and returns them as a list to the vApp. The list is is 

displayed on the chatbot screen as buttons according to the list of machines mentioned 

before. 

• Finally, the user can view each of the files by pressing on the linked Button. 

http://185.184.71.39:8000/AreaMachines/
http://185.184.71.39:8000/AreaMachines/
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3.1.2.5 NetApp’s Development tools 

Currently, the developments for the chatbot assistant support a use case where the logged-in 

user can choose from the machines in proximity and, in turn, view all the related files. More 

specifically,  Figure 4 illustrates the current frontend of the chatbot assistant along with the 

provided functionalities. As shown in  Figure 5 the NetApp is developed in Python and the 

exposed APIs use the FastAPI server as depicted in Figure 6while the versioning of the NetApp 

is being performed using GitHub. As indicated by the architecture, the NetApp also utilizes a 

database developed in MySQL and a file server that uses Apache. For the interaction between 

the database and the file server a frontend as illustrated in Figure 7, is also being developed 

using Hypertext Preprocessor (PHP), Cascading Style Sheets (CSS), and HyperText Markup 

Language (HTML). The requests from the NetApp to the 5G Emulator are being done using the 

SDK library. Additionally, both the NetApp and the 5G emulator are now running through a 

Docker container. This containerized NetApp version has already been tested, during the work 

of WP5, for the facilitation of future CI/CD integration efforts. The code of the NetApp can be 

seen in the following repository: GitHub repo link: https://github.com/EVOLVED-

5G/InfolysisNetApp.git 

 

 
Figure 4. Chatbot Assistant frontend demo 

 

 
Figure 5. NetApp source code 

https://github.com/EVOLVED-5G/InfolysisNetApp.git
https://github.com/EVOLVED-5G/InfolysisNetApp.git
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Figure 6. FastAPI server 

 
Figure 7.  Frontend interface 

 

The vApp interacts with the NetApp through the exposed APIs and thus the only customization 

needed for the integration is to configure the chatbot application to properly apply the 

information provided by the NetApp. The vApp is developed using REACT for the frontend and 

botman PHP [13] for the backend. 

 

 3.1.3 Digital/physical twin NetApp  

3.1.3.1 Use case short description 

When a bonded composite repair is performed, all repair data (temperature, humidity, vacuum 

level etc.) are recorded, in order to certify that the overall process has been performed according 

to specifications and confirm the physical and mechanical properties of the repaired part.  

Within the frame of EVOLVED-5G the ANITA hot bonder(s) [14] used for repair curing will be 

connected to the 5G network at the repair area, in order to transmit in real-time all related data 

to the Engineering Centre of aircraft manufacturer / airline / MRO creating a Digital / Physical 

Twins of the actual repair. This will help in optimizing the integration of systems in the airframe 

along with the validation of important structural advances and to make progress on the 

production efficiency and manufacturing of structures. Solutions will assist in avoiding part 

scraping during manufacturing, as well as in MROs, airlines and composite plants, by increasing 

the range of application of bonded composite repairs. In addition, application of Physical / Digital 

Repair Twins is expected to directly reduce structural composite repair certification costs and 

increase aircraft availability, while assisting in continuous airworthiness of commercial aircraft 

fleet. 

 3.1.3.2 Current limitations of the use case 

Current procedures in bonded composite repairs of aircraft structures dictate certification “by 

similarity”, meaning the need to prove that the curing cycle to which the aircraft parts’ have 
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been submitted in terms of Temperature, Time, Vacuum and related environmental conditions 

is fully and everywhere within the specifications and the related tolerances provided by the 

aircraft manufacturer. While this may be relatively easy for simple repairs, it becomes extremely 

difficult and challenging when large, geometrically complex and / or remotely performed repairs 

are concerned, which is the case that the EVOLVED-5G tries to address through the development 

of the Digital / Physical Twin related applications. 

Today, when a bonded composite repair is remotely performed, all repair data (temperature, 

humidity, vacuum level etc.) have to be recorded and transmitted to the aircraft manufacturer 

and the aeronautical authorities AFTER the performance of the repair. When available to the 

competent engineers, a post-repair evaluation will be performed so as to confirm whether the 

specifications and tolerances are met. Should the slightest deviation occur, as several repairs 

take place “on-wing” and remotely (maybe even outside of hangars) at challenging 

environmental conditions, due to geographical location (extremely low temperature, increased 

humidity, very high altitude etc.), then the repair would have to be discarded, removed and 

performed again. This induces severe financial consequences to the airlines, not only because 

of the maintenance cost to re-apply the repair but, mainly, due to the unavailability of the 

aircraft, the grounding of which costs several hundreds of thousands of Euros per day, not to 

mention the damage related to the image of the company because of induced delays and 

cancellation of flights. 

The 5G added value for Digital / Physical Twin development within EVOLVED-5G is enabling full 

connectivity of ANITA hot bonder(s) used for repair curing. Thanks to the 5G network at the 

repair area real-time data will be transmitted to the Engineering Centre of aircraft manufacturer 

/ airline / MRO certification authorities (EASA, FAA etc.) This data will be used either to create 

in real-time a “Replica” repair using a second bonding console, identical to the “Source” repair 

(Physical-Twin) or to use such data for calculation of the DoC applying corresponding material 

curing equations (Digital Twin). 

Overall, the 5G network will be assisting in the reinforcement of the competitiveness and the 

performance of EU transport manufacturing industries and related services, facilitating the 

development of next generation of transport means, further exploiting the advantages of light 

composite structures, while enabling new manufacturing and maintenance techniques for both 

existing and new composite structures, in order to retain areas of EU leadership in the transport 

sector. GMI being part of this ecosystem will be directly positively affected by these global 

advancements and innovations. 

3.1.3.3 Added value of 5G  

There are three main benefits gained through access to 5G capabilities for the development of 

Digital / Physical composite repair twins: 

a. The application entitled” Check communications between end-users' devices”. The current 

app refers to the scenario where both end-users, on the primary Anita and on the secondary 

Anita, need to initialize secured communication necessary for the realization of the twin repair. 

The expected outcomes involve the checking that a satisfying QoS can be reached and the 

Security (Authorize users). Concerning the Current Status, the Anita HMI will be adapted with 

the authentication process and the communication settings. Additionally, Anita cloud system 

and database are already deployed and in the context of EVOLVED-5G Innovations, the goal is 

to enable sufficient quality of service to be achieved through 5G infrastructure, and to also 

benefit from authentication services that may be offered. As far as the Evaluation criteria are 

concerned, the KPI: Quality of connection is of crucial importance. The expected outcomes 
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include checking whether the NetApp can allow both vApp to communicate. Additional 

prerequisites, constraints, restrictions involve the Anita computer actually use a Wi-Fi antenna 

for Internet access, or it may be necessary to use a dongle to reach 5G.  

  

b. The application entitled” Retrieve User Equipment (UE) location information”. The objective 

is to retrieve information about the geographical location of both devices: primary and 

secondary Anita. Moreover, for any type of composite repair, it is important to document the 

process as much as possible. In the case of the twin repair, geographic location information 

will be essential and should be included in the curing report. This information, gathered 

through the location service, can be used to obtain other data regarding climatic and 

environmental conditions, always with the goal of documenting the repair as much as possible. 

The user can also enter other information manually in the location and environment category. 

Finally, the expected outcomes are to obtain and store the geographic location information for 

both devices involved in the twin repair. Concerning the current status, currently there is no 

notion of location on the Anita device.  

  

c. The third benefit of 5G access consists in ensuring that the communication will be 

maintained during the process. The name of the use case is “Start repair on primary Anita, 

retrieve and process data on secondary Anita”. This third and final step is to initiate the repair 

cycle. It is essential that the data be transmitted continuously to ensure the twin repair 

process. On the primary Anita side, the probe data and the setpoint instruction must be sent. 

On the other hand, on the secondary Anita, the data must be read and then evaluated. Either 

to apply the same setpoint on the sample repair in real time, or to store the data for a study 

by a thermal study software. The setpoint instruction must be refreshed, received and 

processed by the secondary Anita, every 10 to 20 seconds maximum to ensure proper twin 

repair. The transfer time of the data packet must respect this refreshment constraint. 

Concerning the expected outcomes, we are interested in both the verification if a satisfying 

QoS can be reached during all the process, as well as the data integrity. Currently the status is 

that we have the possibility to transfer the baking data to our cloud database. This data is 

evaluated by web applications. It will be necessary to develop a reading module that will be 

used in the case of a slave Anita.  EVOLVED-5G Innovations: Implementing an efficient 

architecture for our system to fully use the capabilities of the 5G network in terms of QoS 

(bandwidth, latency). In conclusion the evaluation criteria involve mainly the bandwidth and 

stability.  

3.1.3.4 Detailed architecture 

The NetApp developed by GMI uses the Python language and more precisely the FastAPI 

framework. This application receives requests from the Anita HMI application (vApp), then 

queries the NEF emulator to return desired results. These results are passed to the vApp using 

JSON format. The NetApp and the NEF emulator run on a specific machine, while the vApp runs 

on an embedded computer inside the Anita machine. This computer offers a 5G connection 

possibility by using a specific add-on card. 
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 Figure 8. Digital/physical twin NetApp architecture 

3.1.3.5 NetApp’s Development tools 

The development process follows the evolution of the features offered by the NEF emulator. 

Initially, requests were made directly to the emulator using the different APIs offered. 

For the second version of the application that is described in this section, the Evolved-5G SDK 

was installed on the "server" machine. Now the requests use the functions offered by this SDK 

instead of directly querying the emulator via the APIs. In order to facilitate the deployment of 

the application and its dependencies, a file allowing to create a container has been set up. This 

file allows the deployment of the Python Framework used, the internal server used (uvicorn), 

and the installation of the Evolved-5G SDK. The code of the NetApp can be seen in the following 

repository: https://github.com/EVOLVED-5G/GmiAeroNetApp.  

 

For the vApp side, the programming language used is C++ around the Embarcadero [15] 

development environment and the Visual Components Library (VCL) visual layer: 

 

 
Figure 9 Geographic retrieval and display notifications 

 

https://github.com/EVOLVED-5G/GmiAeroNetApp
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Figure 10 Retrieving and displaying QoS 

  

3.2 PILLAR 2: EFFICIENCY IN FOF OPERATIONS (FOF) 

3.2.1 CAFA-NetMapper NetApp  

3.2.1.1 Use case short description 

The computer vision (CV) vApp - CAFA - detects ArUco markers [16] and calculates camera 

coordinates. Later we plan to add a helmet or other Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) 

detection so we can calculate and send the message about the location of the safety equipment 

not worn.  

3.2.1.2 Current limitations of the use case 

The network speed and low latency are the crucial key elements of real-time –CV- applications. 

Indeed, this real-time computer vision applications need to have a powerful computer near the 

camera or in the local network to provide sufficient speed and latency. This would make the 

whole system more expensive and more difficult to maintain its hardware and software, 

especially if there are more than one camera points (for example, moving robots) in multiple 

locations.  

3.2.1.3 Added value of 5G  

The high network speed and low latency of 5G networks allows running real-time computer 

vision applications close to the performance as if they run in local computer. The low latency is 

crucial in directing moving robot in confined indoor environments to avoid its collision with 

people, building structures and other equipment. The notification about the QoS loss allows the 

vApp to stop the computer vision and send the signal to the robot to stop its movement. Access 

to 5G capabilities will allow using one central computer with fast connections to multiple camera 

points. 

3.2.1.4 Detailed architecture 

CAFA-NetMapper creates a GBR (Guaranteed Bit Rate) discrete automation subscription to the 

NEF Emulator to make it send notifications about QoS (Quality of Service) to NetApp’s Flask 

server’s endpoint at port 5555. Then the Flask server forwards the message to CAFA CV Flask 

server at port 5000 which changes the qos_state.txt file. The vApp’s ArUco_detection.py 
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conducts its computer vision task when (according to the qos state file) QOS_GUARANTEED or 

quits the computer vision to prevent the unreliable results if QOS_NOT_GUARANTEED. The 

Python files – one for starting the Flask server and writing the QoS State message to file, and the 

ArUco marker detection program are located in the same directory. The OpenCV-based 

computer vision program detects ArUco markers from the IP-camera video feed and calculates 

the moving robot’s camera coordinates in region defined by region.csv and markers.csv. Later 

we plan to add a helmet (or other safety equipment) detection. The architecture of the NetApp 

is presented in Figure 11. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 11. CAFA’s NetApp architecture 
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Figure 12 NetApp creates a subscription and notifies Flask server about QoS change 

 

  

Figure 13 Flask server receives the QoS change message and sends it to the vApp 
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3.2.1.5 NetApp’s Development tools 

The development process was carried out on local Ubuntu 20.04 computer, where the NEF 

Emulator 1.4.1 was built and run. The code of our detection CAFA CV and CAFA NetMapper has 

been developed following the example in SDK and was edited in Visual Studio Code. Docker was 

used to make a container including all the prerequisites for the CAFA CV. The code of the NetApp 

can be seen in the following repository: https://github.com/EVOLVED-5G/CafaTechNetApp2 

and the code for the vApp can be found in https://github.com/EVOLVED-5G/CAFA_vApp 

respectively. 

 

3.2.2 Smart irrigation 5G Agriculture NetApp  

3.2.2.1 Use case short description 

The smart irrigation use case is based on the deployment within the fields of a large number of 

sensors that are able to measure several parameters of interest, such as the Vapour Pressure 

Deficit (VPD) or Frequency Domain Reflectometry (FDR), which can be used to monitor the 

status of the terrain. This information, along with other parameters can be used for the creation 

of optimized irrigation plans, in order to make better use of hydric resources. In a later stage 

this use case will be extended with the inclusion of agricultural drones, in order to provide 

additional information for use during the irrigation plan processing. 

3.2.2.2 Current limitations of the use case 

In order to be effectively implemented, the smart agriculture use case requires the deployment 

of a large number of sensors to be distributed in the plantation, oftentimes in zones that are 

difficult to reach and impossible (at least cost-effectively) to communicate using wired 

technologies. This translates to a strong need for wireless solutions that make an efficient use 

of energy resources, making them easy to deploy and sustainable for longer periods of time 

without human intervention. 

3.2.2.3 Added value of 5G  

In this stage of the use case implementation, we can already identify two main benefits derived 

from the use of 5G connectivity: 

• Sensors do not need to be pre-configured with information about the location where 

they will be deployed. This greatly reduces the complexity when preparing the terrain, 

and also allows immediate reuse of the sensors in another location when needed. 

• Since the location information is taken from the network, sensors do not need to make 

use of GPS signals, which reduces both the energy consumption and the cost per sensor. 

3.2.2.4 Detailed architecture 

The general architecture of the components used in the smart irrigation test case can be seen 

in Figure 14. From left to right, we find several datalogger vApps, which obtain measurements 

from a set of sensors and sends them to the NetApp via 5G connectivity. The NetApp then makes 

use of the functionality provided by the NEF emulator in order to obtain information about the 

particular cell there the information was transmitted. This information is used for 

complementing the received data with information about the location where such 

measurements were obtained and is stored in a central database. 

https://github.com/EVOLVED-5G/CafaTechNetApp2
https://github.com/EVOLVED-5G/CAFA_vApp
https://github.com/EVOLVED-5G/CAFA_vApp
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Figure 14. Smart Irrigation use case architecture 

When required, the decision-making vApp can request data to the NetApp, which can be used 

in order to generate an optimized irrigation plan given the conditions of the terrain. 
Internally, the NetApp is a Docker container, which exposes a REST API implemented using the 

Flask framework [17]. This API supports both for the reception of measurements from the 

dataloggers and the retrieval of data by the decision-making vApp, implemented. 
Considering that at this stage it is not necessary to store a large quantity of data, and given that 

such data is only used for functionality testing, the NetApp stores all measurement using an 

internal SQLite database, however, database management has been implemented using the 

SQLAlchemy library [18], which allows the selection of a different backend, such as dedicated 

Postgresql or MySQL database. 
The code of the NetApp can be seen in the following repository: https://github.com/EVOLVED-

5G/UmaCsicNetApp/tree/evolved5g, which is part of the EVOLVED-5G organization in Github. 

3.2.2.5 NetApp’s Development tools 

The NetApp has been developed using the EVOLVED-5G SDK libraries, and following the 

guidelines defined by the project. The resulting container has been deployed in the Málaga 

platform along with the NEF Emulator, which provides the required 5G functionality during this 

stage. Additionally, two kinds of vertical apps have been developed: 
• Due to the impossibility of accessing the terrain and real dataloggers at this early stage, 

a datalogger vApp, which is able to send synthetic data to the NetApp has been used for 

testing the processing and storage of measurements. This vApp will be replaced by 

equivalent functionality but performed by the real dataloggers and sensors. 

• An initial version of the decision-making vApp, which is in charge of creating the 

irrigation plan. This vApp has been used for testing the retrieval of processed 

information from the NetApp and is capable of displaying and calculating statistical data 

based on the received information. 

 

All of these applications have been developed using Python 3.10, and, depending on the 

environment of the developer, either Visual Studio Code or Pycharm as IDE. Figure 11 shows 

part of the code in the development environment. 

 

https://github.com/EVOLVED-5G/UmaCsicNetApp/tree/evolved5g
https://github.com/EVOLVED-5G/UmaCsicNetApp/tree/evolved5g
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Figure 15. IDE and section of code of the UMA-CSIC NetApp 

For local testing, Docker files have been created in order to ease the instantiation of the NetApp 

and vApps, one of them can be seen in Figure 12. For coordination between the developers and 

code versioning Git has been used. 

 

 
Figure 16. Dockerfile of the UMA-CSIC NetApp 
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3.2.3 Industrial grade 5G connectivity with assured QoS and integrated SLA/SLS monitoring 

capabilities NetApp  

3.2.3.1 Use case short description 

Based on the assumption specific IoT and M2M devices used in FoF require a stable 

communication environment (described by certain requirements such as bandwidth, latency, 

security policy, etc.), the use case contributes to the efficiency in FoF operations by research and 

development on a NetApp which provides industrial 5G connectivity for those IoT and M2M 

devices, assuring them required QoS with the help of integrated SLA/SLS monitoring capabilities 

as part of the NetApp. The NetApp is integral part of the 5G IoT System, a product that serves 

for providing 5G connectivity for IoT/M2M devices being connected to it via various physical 

interfaces (e.g., serial, USB, Ethernet). More thorough high-level description and details of the 

use case can be found in deliverables D2.1 and D4.1. 

3.2.3.2 Current limitations of the use case 

Stable communication link connecting multiple data acquiring, collecting, and processing 

modules involved in a complex factory/production process, where these modules are 

distributed physically (e.g., end-device, edge cloud, central cloud), is of vital importance for the 

positive outcome of the factory process. Solutions, available nowadays, addressing the 

challenge are mostly limited to wired connections, e.g., industrial ethernet, while 

wireless/mobile solutions of that kind are currently less usual, although they may provide 

additional value for the customer such as enabling mobility of end-devices, no need for cabling, 

etc. 

3.2.3.3 Added value of 5G  

Since 5G has the potential to offer network performances required by the factory process, the 

solution/NetApp (in combination with the corresponding vApp) presented utilizes 5G network 

functions available, to provide assured QoS for the communication links, i.e., the NetApp’s 

responsibility is to configure and monitor the 5G radio network QoS according to SLA 

requirements set via vApp. 5G enables the NetApp to collect various radio, network and cloud 

related performance metrics (e.g.  location-based info such as Cell Id/gNB id, QoS status) used 

as a quality indicator of the 5G NR, as well, within the 5G, the user has, among others, a 

possibility to select the preconfigured slice to accommodate the SLA requirements. 

3.2.3.4 Detailed architecture 

The NetApp is implemented as an additional module within ININ’s 5G IoT System (vApp) 

environment that consists of: 

 

• IoT Gateway (serving as UE device, providing radio KPIs, forwarding of critical and non-

critical data), 

• IoT Management (provides centralized management of IoT gateways), 

• IoT Collector (central storage for collecting data from IoT gateways), 

• IoT Reporter (KPIs visualization). 

The overall architecture in the Figure 17 shows the interaction of the NetApp with other 

components of the 5G IoT System (vApp). The main role of the NetApp is to provide: 

 

• API endpoint for the requests coming from IoT Management component (e.g., 

registration request for a specific IoT Gateway/UE), 
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• API client towards the 5G NEF, 

• Receiving callbacks/notifications from the NEF (e.g., Monitoring Event Reporting, QoS 

status) 

• Pushing gathered KPIs from NEF to IoT Collector (e.g., for post-analytics). 

 

 

 
Figure 17: Integration of the NetApp in the “Industrial grade 5G connectivity with assured QoS and integrated 

SLA/SLS monitoring capabilities” environment 

 

On the API Client side, the NetApp itself integrates with the 5G NEF by supporting authentication 

mechanism (i.e., obtaining and validating the token) and subscribing to the to the 5G NEF API 

functions (currently “Event Monitor” and “Session with QoS”) and additionally, providing 

“Callback URL” to the 5G NEF. The “Callback URL” is then used by the 5G NEF to provide 

notifications about the state of the 5G network and/or UE (i.e., Cell ID of the gNB serving the 

UE, QoS GUARANTEED/NOT GUARANTEED status) to the NetApp that is listening on the 

interface that must be reachable from the 5G NEF via “Callback URL”. 

 

The NetApp’s API server exposes NEF capabilities to the 5G IoT Management component. With 

this, the 5G IoT Management user is able to register the UE managed by the 5G IoT Management 

to the 5G NEF API and also request that the UE is assigned selected QoS profile. The procedure 

includes the subscription to 5G NEF “Monitoring Event” API, which is done automatically on 

register, and if successful, the subscription to “Session with QoS” API is performed afterwards. 

 

After the UE is assigned the correct QoS profile and the NetApp is receiving API updates from 

the 5G NEF, the NetApp also pushes the received KPIs to the IoT Collector for long term storage 

and post-analytics scenarios while also pushing real-time updates back to the IoT Management 

component which uses the info to dynamically control 5G IoT Gateway services (e.g., traffic 

steering). 

 

The example of described workflow is presented in the following figure. 
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Figure 18: NetApp operation workflow example 

3.2.3.5 NetApp’s Development tools 

The NetApp source code is developed in python3 language and is packaged as a docker 

container. All external parameters are configured via environmental variables that can be 

passed to the container at runtime. For the convenience (e.g., CI/CD, scripted deployments), the 

NetApp comes with docker-compose template and “.env” sample which is presented below: 

 

 
Figure 19: NetApp “env” sample 

The NetApp is integrated with the vApp as shown in the architecture (represented in Figure 17). 

Communication with the vApp is based on REST API offered by the NetApp with the vApp acting 

as a client towards the NetApp (e.g., to register IoT GW in the 5G NEF). At the same time, the 

vApp is acting as a server to support notifications and gathering relevant data from the NetApp 

to the vApp side (e.g., show current Cell ID in the IoT Management UI). The vApp side is based 

on well-known web technologies, such as PHP/MySQL for the IoT Management API/UI and 

MySQL for IoT Collector, with appropriate extensions developed to support presented 

integration with the NetApp. 

 

For testing and development purposes, the local instance of 5G NEF emulator was deployed. 

The NetApp’s API client functionality which targets 5G NEF API was fully integrated using 5G NEF 

Python SDK developed during EVOLVED-5G project. The code of the NetApp can be seen in the 

following repository: https://github.com/EVOLVED-5G/IninRmonNetApp. 

 

https://github.com/EVOLVED-5G/IninRmonNetApp
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3.2.4 Anomaly Detection NetApp   

3.2.4.1 Use case short description 

Zortenet’s use case as described in D2.1 and D4.1 is the detection of network anomalies caused 

by potential cyber-attacks to industrial 5G NPNs and the application of mitigation actions to 

ensure the normality of the operations that may take place in a factory.  

The developed NetApp is responsible to: 

• collect and process 5G network traffic   

• forward processed analytics to an anomaly detection framework that is deployed to a 

Vertical App.      

3.2.4.2 Current limitations of the use case 

The missing standards-based mechanisms that allow analytics and information from the 5G 

System to be accessible at the Network Monitoring and Anomaly Detection applications, affect 

both the operation and accuracy of the anomaly detection as well as make all solutions become 

proprietary and customised for each particular deployment. In most of the cases were 5G 

specific information is required, the proper operation is achieved either by 3rd party appliances 

installed in-premises (customer side) and/or proprietary interfaces and engineering hacks are 

required. 

3.2.4.3 Added value of 5G 

The availability of rich and on-demand access to 5G system monitoring and analytics via NEF, 

allows a variety of inputs to become available at the Network Anomaly detection application. 

The development, integration and validation burden are minimised and solutions can be built 

on top on well-behaving, tested and certified software APIs.  The need to provide workarounds 

in accessing in-premises information is limited. The accuracy of anomaly detection, can now be 

improved by exploiting 5G esoteric information otherwise not available outside of customised 

Non-Public Network (NPN) installations.  

3.2.4.4 Detailed architecture 

Zortenet’s NetApp is an application based on python’s flask module that retrieves information 

from NEF emulator. The vApp (also based on flask) receives processed information from the 

NetApp and notifies the user for an anomaly through an administration dashboard. 

 

  
Figure 20: Overall Communication between components  
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The figure above provides a high-level overview of the communication between the components 

involved in Zortenet’s use case. The communication between the NetApp and the NEF emulator 

is achieved by using the Evolved5G SDK.  

For this early phase of the project and the current functionalities of the NEF emulator some 

abstractions were made to facilitate the development process. Instead of network traffic we 

collect location information, and we apply policies regarding the cell usage of each UE. With this 

proof-of-concept demo we intend to show that we can achieve a monitoring capability that is 

able to do some processing and then relay this information to a third-party application (vApp). 

The whole sequence is: 

• NetApp is running and getting an access token 

• vApp admin subscribes to receive location information about UEs 

• NetApp receives the subscription and forwards it to NEF emulator 

• NetApp is receiving monitoring events and relays them to vApp 

• vApp is receiving those events and shows them to the Dashboard 

• vApp admin is creating a policy regarding the permitted cells 

• NetApp receives and stores the policy to its internal database 

• NetApp process each new record and tags them as an anomaly if any of the stored 

policies is violated and forwards this new information to vApp 

• vApp is receiving logs and differentiates normal and anomalous behaviour. 

 

Following we provide a step-by-step explanation of the whole sequence. Using the default 

scenario running on NEF emulator there are three different UEs moving as we can see from the 

integrated map to the vApp Dashboard. 

 

 
Figure 21: Map of NEF form the vApp Dashboard  

 
When the NetApp is up and running a request is made to the NEF emulator to get a token that 

provides access to NEF’s API functionalities. The administrator of the vApp is able now to create 
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a location subscription for a specific or multiple UEs and receive logs using the 

LocationSubscriber class of the Evolved5G SDK. 

 

 
Figure 22:  Example of Location subscription for specific UE 

 

After the subscription is made the administrator can receive logs for the specified UE as we can 

see in the figure below. 

 

 
Figure 23:  Sample of received logs  
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Since no policy is applied yet this behaviour is considered normal. Using the policy management 

tab, the administrator can create a policy and restrict the cell usages. 

 

 
Figure 24:  Example of policy applied denoting the permitted cells 

 

When the policy is applied the vApp makes a post request to NetApp and the policy is stored to 

an internal database (mongodb). Each new record received from the NEF emulator is examined 

by the data process sub-component of the NetApp to check if the policy is violated (The specified 

UE is using restricted cells). If the policy is violated the record is tagged as an anomaly and is 

then forwarded to the vApp that will make the differentiation between a normal log and an alert 

and will finally display the alert to the dedicated tab. 

 

 
 Figure 25:  Example of alerts as shown from vApp Dashboard 
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3.2.4.5 NetApp’s Development tools 

The NetApp is a dockerized application and is consisted by two containers. One for the flask 

application and another for the internal mongodb. As mentioned, the communication between 

the NetApp and the NEF emulator is achieved by using the Evolved5G SDK and is provided in the 

requirements file in order to be installed via pip when the image of the application is built. The 

vApp is also using the flask module for the creation of its API and the dashboard has beencreated 

with pure HTML, CSS, javascript and the EEL module that binds javascript with python. The code 

of the NetApp can be seen in the following repository: https://github.com/EVOLVED-

5G/ZortenetNetApp . 

 

3.3 PILLAR 3: SECURITY GUARANTEES AND RISK ANALYSIS 

3.3.1 Traffic Management NetApp  

3.3.1.1 Use case short description 

The use cases that are implemented for the and are applied to the Traffic Management 

NetAppcan be described as:  

 
•Use Case 1: The accurate measurement of traffic over an interface, specific to a device and the 

performing of a simple check of “unregistered” traffic outside the 5G Core network. 
 
•Use Case 2: The lessening of the burden on a reportedly congested device in the network, 

applicable to many different aspects of a FoF. 
 

Traffic Management NetApp, being developed for security guarantees risk analysis pillar and in 

the scope of the EVOLVED-5G project, offers the following services: 

o The accurate measurement of traffic over an interface, specific to a device and 

perform a simple check of “unregistered” traffic outside the 5G Core network.  

o The lessening of the burden on a reportedly congested device in the network, 

applicable to many different aspects of a FoF.  

o Real-time monitoring of events and managing the security of Internet Protocol (IP) 

3.3.1.2 Current limitations of the use case 

Current networks lack the security protection and real time monitoring of threats, which are 

necessary in order to ensure the functionality of an industrial environment. Consequently, 

network monitoring and data acquisition and analysis cannot be efficient by using existing 4G 

technologies. 8Bells, with the development of its NetApp and vApp, aims to enhance the security 

level between the 5G Core and the external communication network. 

3.3.1.3 Added value of 5G 

Increased bandwidth, lower latency and increased availability are offered by 5G networks and 

are mandatory in order to properly secure the network. The security administrator of the 

network is able not only to counter a threat more efficiently, but also to avoid one, using the 

increased security measures provided by the 5G Core Network. 8Bells proposed solution with 

NetApp (in conjunction with vApp) provides monitoring of the 5G core through the proper use 

of suitable APIs. 

https://github.com/EVOLVED-5G/ZortenetNetApp
https://github.com/EVOLVED-5G/ZortenetNetApp
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3.3.1.4 Detailed architecture 

The main operation and mechanism (for detecting congestion and limits or redirects) being 

performed by Eight Bells proposed and developed system, is the following:  

• L7 Switch requests for congestion statistics from NetApp which is subscribed to 

MonitoringEvent API  

• The processed congestion info (of NetApp) supplies the list with devices/destination IPs 

with high congestion stats  

• L7 Switch requests for new congestion statistics from NetApp  

• The processed congestion info resupplies the list with devices/destination IPs with high 

congestion stats  

• L7 Switch requests for further processing of traffic Filters which are subscribed to 

MonitoringEvent API  

• The processed congestion info resupplies the list with devices/destination IPs with high 

congestion stats  

• No further processing takes place 

 
Figure 26:  NetApp – vApp (L7 Switch) schematic 

3.3.1.5 NetApp’s Development tools 

The NetApp is developed using flask-python. The NEF emulator runs locally, on the same 

machine as the NetApp. Currently NEF supports two APIs: one for location and one for QOS 

monitoring. Currently, the NetApp uses post and get requests to those endpoints of the NEF 

emulator, in order to get notifications and data that will be used by the vApp in its current 

version, the NetApp utilizes AsSessionwithQoS API in order to get the IP addresses of all 

subscribed UEs from the emulator, and the endpoint regarding the cell id of UEs, in order to 

detect congestions. The Evolved SDK is also implemented in order to make requests to the NEF 

emulator from the NetApp. The code of the NetApp can be seen in the following repository: 

https://github.com/EVOLVED-5G/8BellsNetApp. 

 

https://github.com/EVOLVED-5G/8BellsNetApp
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Figure 27: NEF emulator – QOS notification received 

 

vApp (L7 Switch) performs two functions: 

• Firewall capabilities: apply to UC1 based on the IP addresses that the NetApp provides. 
• Traffic limiting capabilities: apply to UC2 on congested devices that don’t pass the QOS 

check. 

 
Figure 28:   vApp configuration 

 
The vApp (switch) uses standard OVS and TC software to provide firewalling and traffic limiting 
capabilities. By default, two Open Virtual Switch (OVS) enabled bridges are created on the 
physical machine hosting the switch.  
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The first bridge (OVSbr1) is used to route traffic between firewall bridge and system routing 

engine including the physical NIC of the host. The second bridge (namely firewall) is used to 

provide firewalling capabilities and also tag flows that have to be throttled.  

 
USE Case 1: Firewall (running) 
By default, all flows coming through the firewall bridge are dropped. Only flows that are 

provisioned by the NetApp are allowed and routed. In more details, NetApp provisions flows 

that are allow to table 100 and 102 of firewall bridge (table 100 include the source IP address of 

the terminals attached to 5G network and 102 a similar rule with the same IP address as 

destination to match ingress flows toward the terminal). 

 
USE Case 2: Throttling  
We use OVS tables and Differentiated Services Code Point (DSCP) marking to classify flows that 

need to be throttled. Similarly, flows that need to be throttled are provisioned to table 101 and 

103. OVS marks packets with a DSCP value that is agreed and assigned to a specific value of 

maximum bitrate, before forwarding them to OVSbr1 (using a “patch” port). TC on the physical 

host throttles all traffic with aforementioned DSCP value as traffic flows towards physical 

Network Interface Card (NIC) attached to Operating System (OS). 

 

3.3.2 ID Management and Access Control NetApp  

3.3.2.1 Use case short description 

• NetApps identity validation and authorization. 

The IQB’s NetApp has the purpose of authenticating other NetApps using OpenID Connect (a 

simple identity layer on top of the OAuth 2.0 protocol [19]), as well as authorizing the 

consumption of NEF APIs under the event of successful authentication 

3.3.2.2 Current limitations of the use case 

The innovation of identity validation applied in mobile network authentication implies slightly 

inferior performance due to the overhead added for the identity management. Computational 

power and network performance are variables that have limited the implementation of such 

security measures until now. 

3.3.2.3 Added value of 5G 

The technology of 5G has two main benefits, increased bandwidth and lower latency. The 

enhanced operation of 5G networks allow the usage of different SaaS to communicate rapidly 

from different locations, in order to perform identity and access management without 

obstructing network service. Furthermore, the capability of 5G to monitor and obtain 

information about UEs gives the opportunity to perform continuous authentication and restrict 

or lower the access level in case of suspicious behaviour. 

3.3.2.4 Detailed architecture 

The NetApp is a Python (flask) API running inside a docker container. The container 

communicates with another container running the Keycloak open-source Identity and Access 

Management solution [20] to provide OpenID Connect Functionality. The NetApp provides 

endpoints for authentication and consumption of the NEF Emulator APIs. A 3rd party can only 

consume the NEF Emulator APIs after authentication and authorization, otherwise access is 

declined. The 3rd party can be de-authenticated in case of misuse of the NetApp.  
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Once a 3rd party attempts to authenticate with the correct credentials stored in Keycloak, the 

NetApp confirms their identity and stores the OAuth2.0 Token generated by Keycloak in the 

session variable.  

 

 
Figure 29:   ID Management and Access Control NetApp Architecture 

 

Every endpoint uses a wrapper function from the functools library to authorize the 3rd party to 

consume each endpoint. Upon de-authentication of the 3rd party either by using the /logout 

endpoint or due to misuse of the NetApp, the OAuth2.0 Token is removed from the session and 

therefore the 3rd Party fails to be authorized. 

A pre-defined scenario was tested to check whether the 3rd party would be denied access. Then, 

the authenticated 3rd party will be authorized to consume NEF APIs. Finally, the 3rd party is de-

authenticated using the /logout endpoint or by misuse of the NetApp (i.e., call of non-existing 

endpoint or non-existing method), and then is denied the consumption of NEF APIs 
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Figure 30 Workflow describing the testing scenario 

3.3.2.5 NetApp’s Development tools 

The NetApp was originally developed and tested on a Windows 10 Host, while the NEF Emulator 

was hosted inside an Ubuntu 20.04 Virtual Machine. The NetApp has been fully transported to 

a docker container. The Evolved5G SDK is used to make requests towards the NEF Emulator from 

the NetApp. Docker Toolbox is used to run the NetApp container as well as the Keycloak 

container. For communication between the NetApp and Keycloak, the python library keycloak-

client is used, while the Evolved5G SDK is used for communication between the NetApp and the 

NEF Emulator. The code of the NetApp can be found in the following repository: 

https://github.com/EVOLVED-5G/IQB-NetApp/tree/evolved5g  

3.3.3 5G SIEM NetApp  

3.3.3.1 Use case short description 

In an industrial environment the department that is in charge of the IT and network systems 

faces the problem of unifying the various existing IP networks with a 5G NPN that supports 

mobile devices of the employees and 5G-enabled devices in the production line. The main scope 

is to interface with the core network of the 5G network and embed the information exchanged 

with 5G to the factory’s security information and event management system (SIEM). 

3.3.3.2 Current limitations of the use case 

As the concept of Industry 4.0 evolves, apart from the IP network, industries will progressively 

establish small or large-scale 5G Non-Public Networks (NPN) to their premises to exploit the 

advanced capabilities of 5G technology (low-latency, high throughput etc.) for a set of their 

equipment. As such, the implementation of enhanced mechanisms to manage and ensure 

security in this industrial ecosystem is mandatory. For IP networks, SIEM systems offer security 

protection by performing real-time monitoring and analysis of events as well as tracking and 

logging of security data for compliance or auditing purposes. However, in 5G networks, security 

management is handled by the 5G Core Network. Therefore, today, in a unified industrial 

network (IP and 5G NPN), security information systems have no monitoring and control 

capabilities for industrial devices that use 5G access. 

3.3.3.3 Added value of 5G 

Extending a SIEM system with 5G capabilities enhances the platform by offering access to 5G 

security information, such as real-time monitoring and updates on the security status of the 5G 

NPN devices. As a result, the security administrator of an Industry 4.0 environment can have a 

clearer and more complete picture of the underlying industrial network. FOGUS, with the 

development of its NetApp, aims to bridge the communication gap between SIEM and 5G NPN 

devices. 

3.3.3.4 Detailed architecture 

FOGUS NetApp is a containerized application, following the stand-alone model defined in the 

EVOLVED-5G project, and resides between the vertical application (Alienvault OSSIM) and 5G 

Network (NEF Emulator). All the components (OSSIM – FOGUS NetApp – NEF Emulator) are 

deployed locally on our premises, each one on a separate host, but under the same network. 

The code is uploaded on the project’s Github repository [https://github.com/EVOLVED-

5G/FogusNetApp/tree/evolved5g] and a detailed architecture of the NetApp is depicted in 

Figure 31. 

 

https://github.com/EVOLVED-5G/IQB-NetApp/tree/evolved5g
https://github.com/EVOLVED-5G/FogusNetApp/tree/evolved5g
https://github.com/EVOLVED-5G/FogusNetApp/tree/evolved5g
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Figure 31. Fogus NetApp architecture 

The NetApp consists of 3 services, each one deployed as a separate docker container:  

• Frontend: A webpage, built on Angular framework, that enables the user to create 

subscriptions for the NEF APIs, as well as monitor NEF callbacks. 

• Backend: A Python application, built on Django framework, implementing 

communication with the external components (NEF Emulator and OSSIM). 

• Database: A Postgres database, that stores all data exchanged with NEF Emulator and 

OSSIM. 

 

 
Figure 32. NetApp deployed with docker-compose 
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Figure 33. NetApp logs on running phase 

The core functionality of the NetApp lies on the backend container. Using the Django framework 

and its Django-Rest-Framework (DRF) library, a set of REST APIs is implemented and exposed. 

These APIs are used by: 

• The user, through the frontend web page, in order to communicate with NEF Emulator 

(e.g., make a NEF API subscription) 

• NEF Emulator, in order to send periodic or non-periodic callbacks 

• OSSIM, in order to send alerts or reports on the underlying 5G NPN devices monitored 

 
The detailed steps of how FOGUS NetApp operates are described below: 

1. The user creates a predefined scenario (cells and UEs) on the NEF Emulator 

2. Then, the user accesses the web page of the NetApp and creates a subscription on a NEF 

API, which in the background makes a REST API call to backend container. 

3. Backend performs the corresponding NEF API call (using SDK tools) 

4. NEF Emulator sends its response(s) back to the NetApp 

5. Backend stores the NEF response(s) to Postgres database and feeds both the frontend 

and the vApp with the latest data updates. NetApp updates UEs status on OSSIM by 

calling another Django REST API, implemented on OSSIM site.  

 

 

Figure 34. Create one-time monitoring subscription from NetApp 
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Figure 35. Periodic call-backs from Monitoring Event API appearing on NetApp 

3.3.3.5 NetApp’s Development tools 

FOGUS NetApp is a totally containerized application, using Docker containers, and is developed 

in Angular, Python and Postgres. NetApp communicates with NEF Emulator using the EVOLVED-

5G SDK tools, and with OSSIM through a set of exposed REST APIs implemented on the vApp 

side, using Python language, and more specifically Django framework. 

3.4 PILLAR 4: AGILITY IN THE PRODUCTION LINE INFRASTRUCTURE 

 3.4.1 5G Teleoperation NetApp   

3.4.1.1 Use case short description 

• Secured Teleoperation experience over 5G with additional functionalities based on the QoS 

API 

The use case focuses on the QoS API to make the robot teleoperation process adapt in function 

of the quality of the 5G Network. It will communicate with the vertical application through Robot 

Operating System ROS topic. 

3.4.1.2 Current limitations of the use case 

When Teleoperating from a long distance or from poor quality Wi-Fi the Teleoperation 

experience is hard to handle especially when wanting to grasp objects due to the latency. This 

latency also impacts the delay from the force torque sensor of the end-effector to the end-user 

haptic device, this delay could lead to not taking/placing well the object or not detecting 

collisions with the environment soon enough. Finally, most means of connections are vulnerable 

to being hacked. 

3.4.1.3 Added value of 5G 

The Teleoperation of TIAGo robot requires to transmit at high-speed video streams and readings 

about the sensors and the feedbacks. The connection also needs to be stable without a lot of 

jitters. And the connection also needs to be secured between the user and the robot. Thanks to 

the 5G capabilities we would know when the quality of connection required can be guaranteed 

and when not, this will allow our vertical application to be more robust and have several states 

in function of the 5G QoS. A direct secured 5G connection will also enable safe teleoperation. 
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3.4.1.4 Detailed architecture 

 
Figure 36. Teleoperation use case architecture 

The Teleoperation NetApp is a python ROS node which communicates through the SDK to 

retrieve the QoS status. The QoS permits us to know if the quality is guaranteed and stable and 

when it is not. This information can then be used by our vertical application in order to stop the 

Teleoperation when the QoS is not guaranteed. It will always guarantee a smooth Teleoperation 

experience with low-latency force feedback that will allow the user to feel the touch of 

obstacles. If there is too much latency it can delay the force feedback and the operator video of 

the robot and therefore damage furniture or objects. That is why this new capability of the 5G 

infrastructure will improve our vertical applications and permit us to deploy the robot in more 

locations. First, there is the NEF emulator that is running locally on the machine that simulates 

the 5G QoS API and interactions with the UEs. In this figure there are 2 UEs on the same cell. For 

now, the state “QoS is not guaranteed” is triggered when at least 2 UEs are in the same cell. This 

will work differently on the real 5G but the output messages will be similar. In the middle, there 

is flask running the endpoint based on the configuration of the endpoint inside the 

TeleopNetApp. 

Finally, there is the ROS node that is creating a valid subscription to the flask endpoint and 

publishing a rostopic /qos that takes the value “QOS_GUARANTEED” or 

“QOS_NOT_GUARANTEED” depending on where the UE is located. In the figure below, A 

successful interaction between the EU 3 from the NEF Emulator and the robot is presented. 
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Figure 37. Teleoperation NetApp interactions 

3.4.1.5 NetApp’s Development tools 

Main computer - industrial PC:  

• Ubuntu 18.04 or Ubuntu 20.04 with a docker in 18.04  

• ROS middleware  

• ROS packages  

• PAL packages  

• Wi-Fi  

Tiago robot  

• Ubuntu 18.04  

• ROS middleware  

• PAL packages 

• ROS packages 

• Sensors 

• Wi-Fi 

NEF Emulator was hosted inside an Ubuntu 20.04 Machine and the Teleoperation NetApp was 

installed and tested locally also on the same machine. To retrieve information from the emulator 

flask endpoints were used. For now, the QoS API is providing only 2 information: QoS guaranteed 

or not guaranteed. New states will be available in the future and will permit to adapt the speed 

of the arm of the robot depending on the state of the connection. Robot Operating System (ROS) 

[21] is used in TIAGo platform, and the NetApp is sending a ROS standard message to a ROS topic 

inside the robot in order for the Vertical APP to adapt. The TeleopNetApp is stored in GitHub 

under the evolved-5G branch: https://github.com/EVOLVED-5G/TeleopNetApp 

It is composed of two specific parts: 

• The first part is the evolvedApi that contains the functions to create a valid request to 

the NEF Emulator using the 5G SDK and the flask definition of the endpoint. 

https://github.com/EVOLVED-5G/TeleopNetApp
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Figure 38 functions to create a valid request to the NEF Emulator1 

 
Figure 39 Functions to create a valid request to the NEF Emulator2 
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• The second part is the TeleopNetApp ROS node, it contains the python code that uses 

the evolvedApi helpers and endpoint to access the information of the QoS API from the 

NEF Emulator and output it in a valid ROS message 

 

 
Figure 40 Python code that uses the EvolvedAPI helpers and endpoint 

  

3.4.2 Localisation NetApp  

3.4.2.1 Use case short description 

In D2.1 and D4.1 a detailed explanation of the use case can be found. To sum up the main 

objective is to design and implement a Localization NetApp to have a global positioning 

reference in indoor environments. Therefore, we are: 

• Leveraging 5G to know which bands and antennas we are connected with and retrieve 

a position estimation. 

• Provide the information by ensuring proper quality of service in the network in terms of 

latency, jitter, and security. 

3.4.2.2 Current limitations of the use case 

Robotic applications are time-sensitive. Since most of the commands need to be real-time and 

have low latency. It is also hard to scale up robotic industrial applications around the world and 

not only in private environments. 

If a robot is turned off and moved around, when it is started again at another place it is hard to 

find its position in the already created map environment with the embedded sensors. From the 
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point of view of the robot, it could be in a different place. And the more complex the map is the 

harder it gets. 

3.4.2.3 Added value of 5G 

As the 5G networks evolves and the industry begins to adopt public and private 5G networks a 

door opens regarding data-intensive applications with low latency. 

Leveraging technologies like 5G will help to scale up robotic industrial applications around the 

world and not only in private environments. 

5G provides several technologies which directly address problems of robotics: 

• Related to network edge computation it can provide extremely efficient latencies to 

perform critical time-based robot control tasks. 

• Enough bandwidth to externalize on-board computation to external computation. 

• Robotics fleets are more scalable 

• Network slicing to provide the necessary network quality of service for time-critical 

applications with high computation. 

• As a use case: Roboticists can now address known problems such as global indoor 

positioning since the 5G core can provide this information through NetApps. In fact, 5G 

can provide an extended sensory system for every robotic system. 

• The orchestration of a fleet of mobile robots to enable the centralized control of 

autonomous mobile robots to perform logistics tasks in the agile production line. 

3.4.2.4 Detailed architecture 

The localization NetApp is a Python application in a Docker container which communicates with 

the NEF-emulator through an SDK to retrieve the Cell ID of the antennas which a robot is 

connected. The Cell ID is linked to a geographical position to estimate the robot position in the 

global frame. The NetApp also communicates with the robots to send the Cell ID, therefore their 

geographical location. The communication between the vertical App which consist of the 

Unmanned Life Central Control Platform (ULCCP) and the Robots are done using Real Time 

Publish Subscribe (RTPS) protocol from ROS2 as described in the following image.  

 

 
Figure 41. Localization use case architecture 

3.4.2.5 NetApp’s Development tools 

The NetApp communicates to the NEF Emulator through the SDK. To extend functionalities in 

the NetApp a developer can add different endpoints to retrieve specific information required to 
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compute more accurate geographical positioning by fusing the information. For now, we can 

retrieve the Cell ID and send it back to the vApp and react to it by navigating to various locations. 

Keep in mind that right now we are tightened to use Python, but the NetApp can be extended 

to use multiple languages such as C++, Java, or Rust thanks that the information can be 

trespassed using ROS2. Therefore, if it is required to use external libraries in a specific language 

to fuse information this is possible with the current architecture.  

 

The development of the Localization NetApp is stored in the 5GEvolved GitHub repository. 

https://github.com/EVOLVED-5G/LocalizationNetApp.git in branch evolved5g as aligned with 

the consortium. The repository contains two packages: 

 

• evolvedAPI: Contains the python scripts to communicate with the NEF Emulator through 

the SDK. It mainly describes two scripts. 

o simulator.py: Is in charge to communicate to the Emulator and login to the GUI. 

Get the token and send request to the cellid endpoint. 

 
Figure 42 Request to the cell ID endpoint. 

o endpoint.py: Is in charge to validate to monitor and validate the data received 

from the Emulator. We instantiate different classes to monitor Location 

information, events, and notifications 

 

https://github.com/EVOLVED-5G/LocalizationNetApp.git
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Figure 43 Instantiate different classes to monitor Location information, events 

Then we create endpoints using FastAPI to monitor a call-back. The reason of using FastAPI is 

because is more fast than proposed libraries such as Flask. Since we are reading the localization 

at higher rate, we decided to choose that library. Then using REST API with the end points 

received we subscribe to the call-back and to the cell ID. 

 

 
Figure 44 Creation of endpoints using FastAPI to monitor a call-back 
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• Localization_netapp: 

o cell_node.py: Is in charge to read the Location data given from REST API calls 

and creates a ROS2 node to transfer this data using RTPS (Real-time Publisher 

Subscriber) Protocol which is used by an underlying middleware in ROS2 called 

DDS (Data Distribution Service) 

 

 
Figure 45 Code for cell_node.py 

Once the constructor is defined, we create a method to destroy the node and to publish the 

cell ID in RTPS format at a certain rate. 

 

 
Figure 46  destroy the node and to publish the cell ID in RTPS 
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o main.py: Is in charge to instantiate the ROS2 node and the uvicorn server from 

FastAPI to make REST calls. 

To ease the deployment, a docker file is created so as to virtualize the NetApp and be easily 

deployed in different infrastructure since it has all the dependencies required. Once then the 

Cell ID data is being published using RTPS we proceed to verify its functionality with the vApp. 

 

 
Figure 47 Code for the main.py 
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4 CONCLUSION AND NEXT STEPS FOR NETAPP DEVELOPMENT 

The work presented in this deliverable describes in details the full-scale integration of the SDK 

leading to the Release A of the NetApps for the four pillars in the EVOLVED-5G context. 

Task 4.2-4.5 are driving the current deliverable and one of the primary purposes of the specific 

taskscduring the lifetime of the project, is to tightly interact with Task 4.1, responsible for the 

design of the APIs, and at a higher level with WP2 and WP3, in order to consistently collect the 

relevant architectural information from the former while the latter will facilitate the 

development of Release B of the NetApps, by providing the updates on the specific tools 

supporting the development process. 

 

In the first development cycle (M5-M14), the applications supporting the Industry 4.0 pillars 

were identified and an early set of NetApps per pillar were developed and presented in D4.1. 

To that end several structuring sections from D4.1 have been updated. More specifically Section 

2 provides details on the tools within the workspace environment that are utilised towards the 

development process. All information related to the Release A of the NetApps, including use 

cases’ brief description, added value of the 5G, detailed architecture giving a breakdown of 

major components and their role, as well as the NetApps’ specific development tools, are 

presented in section 3. 

In the second iteration cycle (M15-M32) the full set of NetApps will be developed and the final 

prototypes (Release B) will be reported in the corresponding deliverables for each pillar, namely 

D4.4 “NetApps for Interactions of Employees and Machines”, D4.5 “NetApps for FoF 

Operations”, D4.6 “NetApps for Security Guarantees and Risk Analysis” and D4.7 “NetApps for 

Production Line Infrastructures”, all due at M32 of the project. 
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